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Every girl dreams of her perfect wedding day... For Anne Shirley, those dreams are about to come

true as she marries her one true love, Gilbert Blythe, in the dappled sunshine of the old orchard at

Green Gables. Soon the two will be moving to their own little dream house on the misty shores of

Four Winds Harbor. And a new home means new neighborsâ€•including the adventurous lighthouse

keeper Captain Jim and the tragically beautiful Leslie Moore. In their first years together, Anne and

Gil will experience both heartbreak and joy, and, of course, plenty of "scope for the imagination."

With Anne's beautiful gift of transforming the everyday into the extraordinary, it's easy to see why

she's become a beloved classic of generations of readers around the world and a favorite of

everyone from Mark Twain to Duchess Kate.  This new edition lovingly restores the original,

unabridged text and includes an all-new, exclusive introduction with special memories from L.M.

Montgomery's granddaughter.
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Although it is less often read than such Wells novels as THE WAR OF THE WORLDS, the basic

story of THE ISLAND OF DR. MOREAU is very well known through several extremely loose film

adaptations. Pendrick, a British scientist, is shipwrecked--and by chance finds himself on an isolated

island where Dr. Moreau and his assistant Montgomery are engaged in a series of experiments.

They are attempting to transform animals into manlike beings.Wells, a social reformer, was a very

didactic writer, and his novels reflect his thoughts and theories about humanity. Much of Wells



writing concerns (either directly or covertly) social class, but while this exists in MOREAU it is less

the basic theme than an undercurrent. At core, the novel concerns the then-newly advanced theory

of natural selection--and then works to relate how that theory impacts man's concept of God. Wells

often touched upon this, and in several novels he broaches the thought that if mankind evolved "up"

it might just as easily evolve "down," but nowhere in his work is this line of thought more clearly and

specifically seen than here.At times Wells' determination to teach his reader can overwhelm; at

times it can become so subtle that it is nothing short of absolutely obscure. But in THE ISLAND OF

DR. MOREAU, Wells achieves a perfect balance of the two extremes, even going so far as to

balance the characters in such a way that not even the narrator emerges as entirely sympathetic. It

is a remarkable achievement, and in this sense I consider MOREAU possibly the best of Wells

work: the novel is as interesting for the story it tells as it is for still very relevant themes it considers.
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